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Abstract: The full development of mono- or multi-dimensional time-resolved spectroscopy
techniques incorporating optical activity signals has been strongly hampered by the challenge of
identifying the small chiral signals over the large achiral background. Here we propose a new
methodology to isolate chiral signals removing the achiral background from two commonly
used configurations for performing two-dimensional optical spectroscopy, known as BOXCARS
and gradient assisted photon echo spectroscopy (GRAPES). It is found that in both cases an
achiral signal from an isotropic system can be completely eliminated by small manipulations
of the relative angles between the linear polarizations of the four input laser pulses. Starting
from the formulation of a perturbative expansion of the signal in the angle between the beams
and the propagation axis, we derive analytic expressions that can be used to estimate how to
change the polarization angles of the four pulses to minimize achiral contributions in the studied
configurations. The generalization to any other possible experimental configurations has also
been discussed.
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1. Introduction
Chirality is a structural property of systems lacking mirror symmetry. Almost all biomolecules
are chiral (proteins, nucleic acids, sugars, etc.) and many artificial materials currently employed
in advanced photonic applications are also chiral (carbon nanotubes and graphene [1] and
metamaterials [2, 3], for example). The interest toward this kind of materials is justified by
their peculiar optical properties, collectively defined as ’optical activity’. [4] The optical ac-
tivity of a chiral sample strongly depends on the intimate details of its molecular stucture and
therefore it represents a fine tool to probe electronic and molecular structure. For this reason,
optical techniques, such as Circular Dichroism (CD) have been routinely employed to determine
conformational and structural properties of these systems, for example in the assessment of
secondary structures of proteins and other biologically relevant molecules [5, 6] as well as
the non-symmetric arrangement of pigments in light harvesting complexes. [7–11] If one then
consider that biological and artificial systems typically undergo time-dependent ultrafast struc-
tural changes during physical or chemical processes, the possibility of including an additional
time-dependent dimension in conventional CD would also open the possibility of following how
such ultrafast conformational dynamics affect the mechanism of relevant electronic processes.
Moreover, chiral signals originate from components of a system response function which are
independent of the achiral ones. Hence these signals provide independent information, which
can be used to better determine chromophore structures and remove ambiguity about the origins
of signals observed in achiral time-resolved experiments.
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Despite their recognized potential, the full development of ultrafast time-resolved chiral
techniques and the two-dimensional (2D) analogous has been strongly limited by the fact that
chiral signals are typically three to four orders of magnitude weaker than achiral contributions
[4, 7]. This is problematic experimentally, as any chiral contributions can be obscured by even
small contributions from achiral signals. Moreover most of the methods rely on differential
measures (i.e. obtained by determining the difference between signals generated by using left-
and right-handed light) and therefore are particularly prone to background noise fluctuations.
Very few examples of time-resolved optical activity measures can be found in the literature.
After the pioneering work of Kliger’s group, [12] time-dependent chiral signals have been
used to investigate the dynamic of structural changes in molecules and biomolecules [13], and
vibrational optical activity [14]. There has also been a great deal of theoretical interest in using
full chiral two-dimensional spectroscopy to better resolve cross peaks [15], study vibrational
optical activity [16], geometric fluctuations [17] and coherence beating [18].
The possibility of extending chiral measurements not only in the ultrafast time domain but
also to multidimensional techniques has been recently explored. The implementation of chiral
sensitive schemes in 2D spectroscopy allowed characterizing the exciton delocalization following
photoexcitation, and the evolution of coherent superpositions involving states with negligible
transition dipole moments. [19] Chiral 2D techniques could potentially merge together the
sensitivity of CD measures to structural changes, with the capability of 2D spectroscopy to
detect coherent dynamics in energy migration, unveiling important details about how structural
motions affect transport phenomena in biological or artificial multi-chromophores systems. A
wider application of chiral 2D techniques require however the development of experimental
schemes able to efficiently isolate chiral signal from the more intense achiral contribution, thus
enhancing measurements sensitivity and robustness against background noise.
Chiral signals can (in theory) always be isolated by using left and right circularly polarized
pulses and comparing the two signals, or by numerically subtracting a known achiral component.
However, circularly polarized light is experimentally more challenging, and numerical subtraction
requires noise levels below that of the final signal. Linear polarization control is simpler and
is present in many existing 2D electronic spectroscopy (2DES) setups, it is used within non-
chiral experiments to isolate off-diagonal and coherence contributions [20, 21]. It is therefore
useful to find ways to remove the non-chiral contributions at the single shot level (requiring no
subtractions of weak signals) and requiring only linear polarization, which can be used in actual
2DES configurations.
In this work we derive sets of polarizations for which the achiral contributions to 2DES signals
will cancel exactly in experimental configurations which are not co-planar. The exact polarizations
required depend on whether they are implemented in the BOXCARS [22] or GRAPES [23, 24]
(GRadient Assisted Photon Echo Spectroscopy) configurations. The BOXCARS setup guarantees
full phase matching and is the more commonly used configuration. GRAPES manipulates a
phase mismatch to allow single shot measurements, reducing the impact of amplitude noise in
lasers [22].
This work is divided into three sections. Section 2 describes the interaction with light and
matter in the dipole and higher order multipole approximations and outlines the orientation
averages which must be minimized, within the constraints set by our two chosen experimental
geometries. Section 3 derives analytic approximations for solutions in each case, which achieve
cancellations of the achiral signal with minimal shifts to the polarizations compared with a fully
parallel configuration. Finally section 4 summarizes our results and conclusions.
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2. Effect of isotropic averages to the chiral and achiral signal
2.1. Multipole expansion of the light-matter interaction
The interaction of matter with electromagnetic radiation is usually treated with a multipole
expansion of electron positions within the system of interest. In the case of a multichromophore
aggregate as it is the interest of this paper, the small parameter in this expansion is a/λ with λ op-
tical wavelength and a the molecular size given by the displacement between chromophores [25].
The lowest order in this expansion is the electric dipole approximation, with electric dipole
moment operator
µˆ(R) =
∑
α
Cα(rˆα − R) , (1)
with α running over all the component charges. HereCα denotes the charge and rˆα is the position
operator for each charged particle. Higher order terms [26] include the magnetic dipole mˆ and
electric quadrupole Q operators which are given by
mˆ(R) =
∑
α
Cα
2mαc
(rˆα − R) × qˆα ,
Qˆ(R) =
∑
α
Cα
2
(rˆα − R) × (rˆα − R) . (2)
Here qˆα denotes a momentum operator. We outline the derivation of these terms in Appendix A.
These terms can be combined into an interaction Hamiltonian [27]
HI = −µˆ · E(r, t) − [mˆ · B(r, t) +Q : ∇E(r, t)] , (3)
here E and B are the electric and magnetic fields. The notation Q : ∇E denotes a tensor
contraction over two indices, expressed in component parts that is
∑
j ,k Q
jk∇kE j , with j , k
running over all spatial dimensions x , y and y and Qxx being the x component of the tensor
operator Q.
In 2DES experiments we detect the response of an ensemble, rather than signals from single
molecules/complexes. Within this context, the purpose of this paper is to find the set of polariza-
tions for which these ensemble averages will vanish unless they contribute a chiral signal. The
dipole and quadrupole moments in Eq. (3) are, respectively, vector and tensor quantities which
do not vary significantly on the timescales of ultrafast spectroscopy. However, due to the random
orientation of molecules in isotropic solutions, all the dipole moments of a given system will be
rotated randomly. The signals measured will correspond to that of an ensemble averaged over all
molecular orientations.
2.2. Heterodyne signal detection in nonlinear spectroscopy
Within a nonlinear spectroscopy experiment, the medium, which we describe in terms of a
density matrix ρˆ(r, t) is excited by a series of coherent laser pulses. The medium then generates
a new electric field through its own polarization, which is equal to Tr{µˆρ(t)} within the dipole
approximation. The dipole approximation is generally sufficient for the achiral signal component.
To calculate chiral contributions, we must also include the magnetization and the quadrupole
contributions to the polarization.
We can expand the time dependent density matrix perturbatively in HI (t) (see for example
[25]), giving ρ(t) ∼ ρ(0)(t) + ρ(1)(t) + ρ(2)(t) + . . .. The nth order term produces the nth order
polarization P(n)(r, t) =
∑
j P
(n)
j
(t) exp(ikout, j · r). Two dimensional spectroscopy is a third order
technique and hence we have n = 3. Lower order terms do not contribute to the signal and
higher orders are assumed to be negligible. Assuming our pulses are all comprised of single
wavevectors k j , then we measure the components with wavevectors kout,1 = −k1 + k2 + k3,
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kout,2 = k1 − k2 + k3 and kout,3 = k1 + k2 − k3 corresponding to the rephasing, nonrephasing
and coherence contributions. For completness, Appendix C includes a note expanding on the
principles of 2DES.
As we mentioned before, our macroscopic polarization is proportional to an ensemble average
of all molecular orientations rather than a single molecule. Since the polarizations of our electric
fields are fixed, to compute P(n) we must consider n + 1th order tensor averages of our dipole
moment operators, which we will discuss in Sec. 2.3.
Our final signal is obtained by heterodyne detection with another electric field En+1(r, t) from
a "local oscillator" (LO) pulse, hence
S j ∝
∫ ∞
−∞
dt Im[P(n)
j
(t) · E∗n+1(t)]. (4)
The signal depends on the scalar product of the polarization and LO field, and hence we can
control which element(s) of the polarization field we actually measure. When only parallel linear
polarizations are used for the electric field which provide the n interactions, say along the x axis,
an isotropic achiral medium produce a polarization only along the x axis. However, chiral media
can produce a nonlinear polarization with a component orthogonal to these field (say, along the
y axis). If the LO is polarized along x, then this "chiral" contribution will be lost and only the
achiral contribution measured. Where as, if the LO is polarized along y instead, only the "chiral"
contribution is measured. Notice also that the phase of the local oscillator relative to the other
pulses is also used for selecting the real and imaginary parts of the signal field.
The chiral contribution is present regardless of whether we measure it. This therefore makes
the polarization of the LO a valid parameter to consider in our analysis. We should note that
Eq. (4) neglects terms proportional to |P(n) |2, as the induced signal field is typically far weaker
than LO electric field. This assumption is still expected to be valid when we are selecting the
(much weaker) part of the signal field which is present only due the chirality of the medium.
2.3. Fourth order isotropic averages
The achiral component of our signal in 2DES is proportional to Tr(µˆρ(3)(t)), averaged over all
global orientations of our system. To make evaluating these rotation averages easier, we can
expand the electric dipole operator into components for each dipole allowed transition
µˆ =
∑
k
µk (|0k 〉〈k | + |k〉〈0k |) +
∑
k,k ′
µk ′
(|k〉〈k , k′ | + |k′ , k〉〈k |) , (5)
where |0k 〉 and |k〉 denote, respectively, the ground and excited states of the k−th chromophore
of our system and |k′ , k〉 denote two-exciton states.
Analogous expansions can be presented for the magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole
moment operators. Within this expansion, all terms which contribute to the achiral (electric
dipole transitions only) signal can be broken down into terms which only depend on the internal
dynamics of the system, with prefactors which are isotropic averages of the form
〈(E1 · µk1 ) . . . (En+1 · µkn+1 )〉av =
∫ 2pi
0
dα
∫ pi
0
dβ
∫ 2pi
0
dγ
n sin(β)
8pi2
(E1 · T (α, β, γ)µk1 ) . . . (En+1 · T (α, β, γ)µkn+1 ). (6)
Only n = 3 terms contribute significantly for a third order technique such as 2DES. Analogous
expressions can be derived for the terms contributing to the chiral component. In that case the
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electric dipoles in Eq.(6) are replaced with a magnetic dipole or electric quadrupole moment.
The rotation matrix T (α, β, γ) is defined as [28]
T (α, β, γ) =
c1c2c3 − s1s3 −c3s1 − c1c2s3 c1s2c1s3 + c2c3s1 c1c3 − c2s1s3 s1s2−c3s2 s2s3 c2 ,
 (7)
with s1 = sin(α), s2 = sin(β), s3 = sin(γ) and c1 = cos(α), c2 = cos(β), c3 = cos(γ). Integrals
such as those in Eq. (6) are known analytically, and hence we can consider: [27]
〈µ1 · p1 µ2 · p2 µ3 · p3 µ4 · p4〉iso = Ξ ·
(µ1 · µ2)(µ3 · µ4)(µ1 · µ3)(µ2 · µ4)
(µ3 · µ2)(µ1 · µ4)
 . (8)
For compactness we have written µ j ≡ µk j and p j represent the polarizations of the fields
responsible for the jth interaction. Additionally we have
Ξ =
1
30
 4 −1 −1−1 4 −1−1 −1 4

(p1 · p2)(p3 · p4)(p1 · p3)(p2 · p4)
(p1 · p4)(p2 · p3)
 , (9)
a three component vector, each element of which controls the amount each linearly independent
component of (µ1 · µ3)(µ2 · µ4) contributes to the signal using the chosen set of polarizations.
The function Ξ is related to the inner products of all possible pairs of polarizations p j , which
are unit vectors and hence is related to the angles between the different polarizations, which we
denote
α j ,k = cos−1(p j · pk ) . (10)
The system response is contained purely in the final term on the right hand side of Eq. (8), and
there is no reason to assume any component will vanish. Therefore, the only way to guarantee
these averages, and hence the achiral signal, are zero is if all components of Ξ are zero. If
this is the case our signal will have no achiral component and the chiral contribution will be
fully isolated. Our objective is then to find the polarization combinations for which Ξ = ~0
without canceling out any chiral response. There are many possible solutions which achieve
this. For example, we can take α1,2 = α1,3 = α1,4 = pi/2 along with any arbitrary values for
the remaining angles α2,3 , α2,4 and α3,4. This is however not quite as simple as it first appears,
because polarizations cannot be chosen independently of the direction of propagation. We discuss
the best way to obtain these solutions in Sec. 2.4. For convenience we define the quantity
Ξ˜ = |Ξ(1)| + |Ξ(2)| + |Ξ(3)| , (11)
where |Ξ( j)| are the norms of each element of the length three vector Ξ. Clearly Ξ˜ = 0 if and
only if Ξ = ~0.
2.4. Constraints on the polarizations of pulses
As light is a transverse wave in neutrally charged media, a single mode solution must have the
electric field orthogonal to the direction of propagation and the magnetic field is then defined via
B = k × E/ω. We assume each pulse consists of light propagating along a single direction k j and
must therefore have a polarization p j satisfying p j · k j = 0. The index j on p j runs from 1 to 4,
with 1 to 3 being the polarizations of the pulses which interact with the sample in time order and
4 being the polarization of the local oscillator. Chiral signals are usually obtained using circular
polarized (CP) light. The experiment is performed twice with the first pulse pulse being left CP
and the second one right CP. The two signals are then subtracted from one another to reveal the
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CD signal. Such a differential spectroscopy can be performed in any experimental geometry,
regardless of the angles between the wavevectors of each pulse. However, linearly polarized (LP)
pulses are simpler to implement experimentally, hence we aim to determine how to perform
chiral sensitive 2DES using only LP light. As above-mentioned, this is highly non-trivial as the
condition p j · k j = 0 must be satisfied. In order to formulate this constraint mathematically, we
construct all possible linear polarization configurations by considering only rotations of a beam
traveling along z which is polarized along x.
These rotations can be described by a matrix T (θ1 ,Θ, θ3) which depends on three angles. We
use the same definition Eq. (7), that it is a rotation by θ1 around the z axis, then Θ around the y
axis and then θ3 once again around z. As the wavevector k is initially along the z axis, the first
rotation does not effect k but does change the polarization. Fixing k1 to k4 to specific values
leaves θ1 as the only free and unconstrained variational parameter for each pulse in a given
configuration.
Experimentally these rotations can be understood by considering a pulse traveling into a lens
which focuses it into the centre of our sample. Assuming the pulse is initially traveling down the
z-axis, we can interpret these angles as:
1. θ1 the angle of the polarization relative to x before entering the lens.
2. Θ the angle between the direction of propagation into the sample and the principal axis of
the lens.
3. θ3 is angle between the y-axis and a line drawn from the centre of the lens to the position
point the pulse entered.
These angles are displayed in Fig. 1. The only angle which we assume experimental control of is
θ1, while the others remain fixed. We denote the rotation angle of the jth pulse as θ1, j , which
constitute the four free parameters of interest.
Fig. 1. Illustration of the physical meaning of the three rotation parameters in a lens based
configuration. a) Side view, b) Front view, the red circle shows entry point of the pulse.
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2.5. Minimisation of the achiral signal
For our aim of measuring pure chiral signals, we derive solutions in which the achiral component
vanishes but the chiral contribution remains with high amplitude. To achieve this, we set each
component of the vector Ξ to zero and find the pulse rotations θ1,1, θ1,2 , θ1,3 and θ1,4 for which
this conditions is satisfied. This is in general not a simple problem as there can be many solutions
for which these vector components will be zero i.e. we have four angles and only three equations
to set to zero. The simplest example to consider has all k j along z (colinear). We then have
solutions whenever one of the four pulses is polarized orthogonal to the others (e.g. p1 along y
and all others along x or −x), which gives four solutions plus a continuous degree of freedom, as
we can make an arbitrary rotation about the z axis on all p j without actually changing anything
since the system is isotropic. Notice also that the minus factors in the polarizations are equivalent
to a relative phase shift of pi to the other beams. These four configurations cancel all the achiral
components in all the 2DES signal components and will all result in different, purely chiral
signals. However, only three of these signals are linearly independent of one another [26], that is,
the signal obtained when p4 is taken to be along y (all others along x), can be constructed as a
sum of the signals using p j=1,2,3 along y with all p j ′, j = x.
Polarizations schemes with one pulse polarization orthogonal to the other three can also be
used within a pump-probe implementation using pulse shaping (c.f. [29]) of the pump (with
polarization control) and a Babinet-Soleil Compensator [30]. This is because the direction
vectors of the pump pulse and probe pulse all lie in a common plane (corresponding to the
situation in which we set all θ3 = 0 in Fig. 1 (b)). We can therefore choose one pulse to have a
polarization normal to this plane and others lying inside it. This geometry does allow for more
independent signal components to be measured by changing Θ; we have shown in previous work
that such a configuration can be used to study electronic coherence beatings [18]. In general,
however, 2DES is not always performed in a totally colinear or coplanar configuration as it is not
possible to separately measure the rephasing, non-rephasing and coherence contributions. These
contributions must instead be separated numerically via subtraction and phase-cycling [31]. This
separation will be more technically demanding for chiral spectroscopy, as high amplitude achiral
components would also need to be subtracted to leave a low amplitude chiral signal.
Here we focus instead on configurations which are close to colinear, such as BOXCARS
and GRAPES, and that have non-trivial solutions for which the achiral response vanishes. As
these configurations can be seen as small deviations from colinear geometries we consider
perturbatively changing from a colinear geometry, which leads to the rotation Θ being the small
parameter. In this way we can start with a solution to the colinear geometry (Θ = 0), for example
p1 = yˆ and p2,3,4 = xˆ, which we denote {yxxx} and gradually change it to minimise the new
Ξ˜, allowing us to keep track which of the possible colinear configuration this solution is closest
to. An exact analytic solution for Ξ = ~0 (and thus Ξ˜ = 0) has proved too difficult to obtain.
However, we have found it is possible to solve for arbitrary polynomial orders in Θ2n . This
is sufficient to describe any geometry as the series converges and Θ is an angle and therefore
bounded. Essentially we perform this as follows:
• Start with solution to Ξ = ~0 at Θ = 0, with all δθ j = θ1, j (Θ) − θ1, j (0) = 0 and θ1, j (Θ)
determined by the experimental geometry.
• Let δθ j = A jΘ2 and solve Ξ = ~0 analytically in terms of A j along with the extra condition,∑
j δθ j = 0, to remove the ambiguity in the solutions and keep them as close as possible
to the unwrapped solutions.
• Repeat again with δθ j = A jΘ2 + B jΘ4 to solve for all the coefficients B j and so on for
higher orders, until a sufficient order is achieved.
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In order to construct the higher order solutions, we use the symbolic toolbox in MATLAB
(equivalent to the MuPAD interface). It would also be possible to derive the solutions by hand or
using any other computer algebra program.
We note that as the medium is chiral, it can exhibit optical rotatory dispersion and cause
the polarizations of the pulses to rotate and the angles between them will change. We show in
Appendix D that such effects will be negligible so long as the sample is not optically thick,
which is a condition in general expected for non-linear spectroscopy.
3. Canceling the chiral signal in the BOXCARS and GRAPES setups
3.1. Cancellation within the BOXCARS geometry
We consider the effects of using the two beam configurations for 2D spectroscopy. The first and
the most common is the "BOXCARS" setup, shown as the red circles in Fig. 2, in which the
directions of each of the pulses form a square pattern when one looks along the primary axis of
propagation
kˆ1 =
 kx−ky
kz
 , kˆ2 =
−kx−ky
kz
 , kˆ3 =
kxky
kz
 , kˆ4 =
−kxky
kz
 . (12)
This geometry ensures the phase matching condition is well satisfied and the separations between
the pulse centers remain constant (assuming the refractive index of the media is approximately
constant with frequency).
Fig. 2. Scheme of the spatial arrangement of the four pulses labeled from 1 to 4 in 2DES
measures performed with BOXCARS (red dots) and rephasing/non rephasing GRAPES
(blue/green) configurations when looking along the primary axis of propagation z. dashed
lines indicate the square / rectangle in the x − y plane identified by the four beams and a
midpoint at the focal point having of the four beams within the sample. Solid lines show the
components of k j orthogonal to z and are labeled with the values of the absolute distance to
the centre point in the x − y plane.
Within the BOXCARS geometry, Θ will be the same for all 4 beams and is determined by
tan(Θ) = a/L with L the distance from the central position to the focus in the sample and a the
displacement of the mirror (or lens) from the central position. Finally assuming 0 ≤ Θ ≤ pi, we
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Fig. 3. Amplitude of Ξ˜, the contribution of achiral signal, for a range of Θ when correction
different orders of correction are made. Note that 0.1 radians ≈ 5.73 degrees. Noise in the
graph below 10−15 are down to elementary precision errors.
have θ3 = 7pi/4, 5pi/4, pi/4, 3pi/4 for beams 1, 2, 3, 4 respectively. For convenience we introduce
δθ j = θ1, j (Θ) − θ1, j (+0) as the shift to the initial rotation at finite Θ and δθ = {δθ1 , . . . , δθ4}.
Physically this quantity is related to the rotation one needs to impose to the polarization optic
used for each pulse
Within this geometry we can impose additional constraints due to the symmetry: δθ1 = −δθ2
and δθ3 = −δθ4, reducing the problem to a two parameter minimisation with a unique solution
that keeps
∑
j δθ j = 0. Adopting the nomenclature of [19], two possible configurations will be
investigated. First, we consider the ’chiral pump’ configurations, in which transitions to a certain
eigenstate involve a chiral interaction with one of the two pump pulses (pulse 1 or 2 in Fig.2).
This is related to configurations with p1 = yˆ, or p2 = yˆ, with all others polarised along xˆ. These
configurations are denoted {yxxx} and {xyxx}, respectively. Second, we consider the ’chiral
probe’ configuration, denoted as {xxyx}, where for analogy p3 = yˆ and all others are polarised
along xˆ. For the first chiral pump configuration {yxxx}, atΘ = 0 we find θ1 = (pi/4)[3, 3, −1, −3].
To order Θ4 the expansion δθ1 = Θ2/4 +C1Θ4 and δθ3 = 3Θ2/4 +C2Θ4 minimises the achiral
expression; the quartics coefficients are found to be C1 = 1/24 and C2 = 15/24. In Fig. 3 we plot
Ξ˜, the level of achiral contributions as defined in Eq. 11, for a range of Θ with different orders of
this minimising expansion.
In the {xyxx} configuration (other chiral pump) the shifts to δθ j are exactly the same as the
{yxxx} case but now the initial rotation is given by θ1 = (pi/4)[3, 1, −1, −3]. In the "chiral probe"
{xxyx} configuration we have an initial rotation of θ1 = (pi/4)[1, 3, 1, −3] and in terms of the
values for the chiral pump shifts we have δθpr1 = δθ4 and δθ
pr
3 = −δθ1. These difference can
be understood by looking at Fig. 2 and noting that each is just given by a reflection of all the
points in the vertical or horizontal planes. The results relating δθpr
j
to the shifts in the chiral pump
configuration hold true for all higher order terms as well.
In terms of the coordinate space polarizations, the changes up to quadratic order in Θ for the
{yxxx} configuration are given in table 1 . Higher order corrections can be taken fairly easily
from the expressions for the shifts to the angles. It is also important to investigate the changes to
the chiral signal which are caused by the adjustment of these polarizations in order to interpret
the signal. We list the factors (b j · pk )(p` · pm) which occur in the orientation averages for the
four terms with the magnetic interactions up to fourth order in Θ. The changes here amount to
about one part in 100 when Θ ≈ 0.1 which is likely small enough to ignore, but can easily be
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Table 1. Chiral pump shifts δθ j removing achiral signal contributions to order Θ2 within the
BOXCARS geometry, for the polarization configuration {yxxx}.
Pulse px py pz
1 0 1 −Θ2/4 Θ/√2
2 1 − Θ2/4 −Θ2/2 Θ/√2
3 1 − Θ2/4 Θ2/2 -Θ/√2
4 1 − Θ2/4 −Θ2/2 Θ/√2
Table 2. Factors (b j · pk )(p` · pm ) which occur in isotropic averages relevant to TDS with
magnetic interactions, calculated to order Θ4.
Comp b1 b2 b3 b4
[1,2 ; 3,4] −1 + 2Θ2 + Θ4/3 1 − Θ2 − (5Θ4)/3 0 0
[1,3 ; 2,4] -1 0 1 − Θ2 + Θ4/3 0
[1,4 ; 2;3] −1 + 2Θ2 + Θ4/3 0 0 1 − 2Θ2 + 2Θ4/3
taken into account.
If the angles between the beams Θ = arctan(a/L) is not small this polynomial expansion is
insufficient. However, it still appears to be possible to find values for the polarizations which cause
the achiral response to vanish, while leaving the chiral response finite, in all cases. Numerically
we find a correction to δθ1 to be of the order of (· · · )+(0.6840Θ6−1.7634Θ8−0.6270Θ10)×10−3
with the (· · · ) denoting the lower order terms listed in table 1. We also have a correction to δθ3
of the order of (· · · ) + 0.4146Θ6 + 0.2183Θ8 − 0.3670Θ10, which are a factor of 103 larger.
3.1.1. Example results with a dimer system
Fig. 4. 2D rephasing signal from an excitonic dimer (arbitrary units) in a BOXCARS
configuration with Θ = pi/18 (10 degrees) (a) Using the polarization shifts suggested in this
work and (b) Without the shifts. In (b) the signal has significant achiral contributions with
Ξ˜ ≈ 0.06.
In Fig. 4 we plot theoretical data for a 2DES rephasing signal from a BOXCARS configuration
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at zero time delay for the simple dimer exciton system described in Appendix B. In Fig. 4 (a) we
choose polarizations in the {xxyx} chiral probe configuration with the correction included from
having Θ finite, where as b) has all δθ j = 0. It is clear that the achiral contribution (dispersive
rather than absorptive due to the pi/2 phase difference between the local oscillator and the other
pulses) is an order of magnitude larger, masking the chiral signal. Typically Θ is of the order
of 10 degrees in experiments (pi/18 radians), hence these effects are significant and cannot be
ignored.
3.2. Cancellation within the GRAPES configuration
Within the GRadient Assisted Photon Echo Spectroscopy (GRAPES) setup there is not the
clear cylindrical symmetry that is present in the BOXCARS setup and hence we require two
parameters to describe the setup fully. They can however be constructed in the same way using
the three angles, except that beams 1 and 4 now have a different (larger) Θ value to 2 and 3. We
denote tan(Θ˜) = A/L the angle required for pulses two and three and tan(Θ) = r/L the angle
for pulses 1 and 4, with A, B and r =
√
A2 + B2 as shown on Fig. 2. We then have θ3 = 0, pi for
pulses 2 and 3 while θ3 = −φ, −φ + pi with φ ≡ arctan(B/A).
Fig. 5. Changes to angles between the four polarizations in the deformed {yxxx} GRAPES
configuration, for φ = 23pi/100 and a range of Θ, using the 4th order approximation. The
small changes to the angles between p1 and the others three polarizations along with α34
are plotted on the left scale, where as α23 and α24 are plotted on the right scale.
To get the same {yxxx} geometry previously considered we can have θ1 = {pi/2+φ, 0, pi, pi+θ}
when r = 0, for each of the beams 1 to 4. As we increase r we have shifts to these initial values
of δθ = {C + 8,C + 10,C + 2,C} sin(2φ)Θ2/8, with C an arbitrary constant, which cancels the
achiral contribution to second order in Θ, leaving
Ξ =
Θ4
192
−(476 sin(2φ) + 76 sin(4φ) + 42C sin(2φ) + 27C sin(4φ))484 sin(2φ) + 244 sin(4φ) + 78C sin(2φ) + 33C sin(4φ)
2(212 sin(2φ) + 132 sin(4φ) − 6C sin(2φ) + 39C sin(4φ))
 + O (Θ6) , (13)
for the remaining signal. Similar solutions are also available for the {xyxx} and {xxyx} configura-
tions with θ1 = {φ, pi/2, pi, φ} and θ1 = {φ, pi, 3pi/2, φ} respectively and δθ = {C ,C + 2,C + 2,C}
in both cases.
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Table 3. Chiral pump shifts δθ j which remove achiral signal contributions up to order Θ2,
within the GRAPES geometry for the polarization configuration {yxxx}. For compactness,
we have defined V ≡ 5Θ2 sin(2φ)/8 and U ≡ 3Θ2 sin(2φ)/8, which are used only in this
table.
Pulse px py pz
1 cos(U + φ) sin(φ) −
sin(U + φ) cos(Θ) cos(φ)
cos(U + φ) cos(φ) +
sin(U + φ) cos(Θ) sin(φ) sin(U + φ) sin(Θ)
2 cos(V ) cos(Θ) sin(V ) − cos(V ) sin(Θ)
3 cos(U) cos(Θ) − sin(U) cos(U) sin(Θ)
4 sin(φ − V ) sin(φ) +
cos(φ − V ) cos(Θ) cos(φ)
sin(φ−V ) cos(φ)−cos(φ−
V ) cos(Θ) sin(φ) cos(φ − V ) sin(Θ)
The polarizations of each beam using the minimisation for {yxxx} are shown in table 3.2
with C = −5 taken to set ∑ j δθ j = 0 as we did in the BOXCARS geometry. The expression is
however considerably more complicated due to the extra parameter φ.
We can also extend our expansion relatively easily to fourth order and obtain δθ =
(· · · ) + Θ4{13 sin(2φ)/64 + sin(4φ)/128, 61 sin(2φ)/192 − 23 sin(4φ)/384, −11 sin(2φ)/192 −
31 sin(4φ)/384, 17 sin(4φ)/128 − 89 sin(2φ)/192} + O(Θ6), which eliminates all terms in the
chiral response up to 6th order in Θ. When Θ < pi/18 (or 10 degrees), Ξ˜ is less than 4 × 10−6 at
its maximum near φ ∼ pi/4.
In Fig. 5 we show the angles between the polarizations for this minimization scheme (when
φ = 0.23pi), the angles between the "chiral" first pulse (polarized along the y-axis when Θ = 0)
and the other three pulses remains small, and hence the angles remain close to pi. The angles α23
and α24 depend approximately linearly on Θ, where as change to the other angles is greater than
quadratic.
3.2.1. Example results for a dimer system
We again generate theoretical results for the model dimer system described in the Appendix
B, but using the GRAPES configuration instead. In Fig. 6 we show simulated 2DES signals
(at zero population time) with (a) and without (b) the polarization shifts, within a chiral pump
(warped {yxxx}) configuration. The overall signals in the pure chiral signal are quite significantly
different from Fig. 4 as a result of using the different configuration. Excluding contributions
from coherent dynamics, only the interaction with the first pulse will include a magnetic dipole.
This means that the magnetic dipole moments of transitions to the double excited states will
never contribute; Feynman diagrams corresponding to transitions to double excited states will
still contribute to the signal, but the chiral interactions must be the first ones. Peaks associated
with double excited state transitions at zero population time will be located off the lead diagonal.
The changes to the two cross peaks in Fig. 6 (a) are clearly visible when compared to Fig. 4
a), with the upper left peak undergoing full cancellation. Additionally new peaks appear, with
opposite sign at different values of ω1 since the two excitons have opposite effective magnetic
dipole moments. In b), again we see a strong contribution from the dispersive part of the achiral
signal if the shifts are not performed, obscuring the chiral signal. The amplitude of this achiral
signal is roughly the same as that found in Fig. 4 b).
3.3. Impact of errors in polarization alignment
Precision polarization rotation optics are rarely sensitive to less than one arcminute (1/60 of
a degree). For this reason it is important to consider the sensitivity of these achiral signal
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Fig. 6. 2DES rephasing signal at zero population time, for an excitonic dimer in a GRAPES
configuration with Θ = pi/18 (10 degrees) and φ = 11pi/90 in a warped chiral pump {yxxx}
configuration. (a) Using the polarization shifts suggested in this work and (b) Without the
shifts. The chiral pump configuration gives a significantly different signal to the chiral probe
shown before, providing further information about the system.
Fig. 7. Histogram of the amplitude of the achiral contribute, Θ˜, to our "chiral pump"
GRAPES configuration at Θ = 10 degree, with all δθ j having uniform random noise added
with an amplitude of 1/120 degrees.
minimizing solutions to small errors in the polarization controls.
Even with (uniform) random deviations of a single arcminute to the polarization rotations
away from our ideal values, chiral contributions become significant. In fig7 we plot a histogram
of the achiral contributions with random noise. This contribution is around an order of magnitude
lower than the peaks of the chiral contributions (scaled by a factor of 104 in Fig. 6) but is still
fairly significant as a noise source, even at this high level of polarization control. The distribution
appears approximately Gaussian, and the mean is directly proportional to the average error in the
small noise limit.
With some calibration using an achiral sample, it should be possible to numerically subtract
such a contribution (assuming regular achiral spectroscopy has been performed on the sample of
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interest). Unlike in other signal subtraction techniques, such as those using left/right CP light
or pulse shaping, the achiral signal should have a comparable amplitude to the chiral signal.
Therefore if this subtraction is required it should be less prone to noise sources. Stability of
polarization optics is key, as fluctuations would be difficult to mitigate.
In addition to alignment errors, optics are not perfectly isotropic nor spatially uniform; as
a result some elliptical polarization can be introduced, which was not possible within the
assumptions of this work. The finite diameter of the pulses (and any focusing) will also mean
each pulse contains a distribution of wavevectors. Although these effects are known and expected
for any polarisation spectroscopy, a specific quantitative assessment of their impact still represent
a challenging task.
4. Conclusion
We have put forward a technique that allows full cancellation of the non-chiral signal and
therefore isolate a pure chiral contribution to signals in typical 2DES geometries of non-colinear
experiments, namely the BOXCAR and GRAPES configurations. Our scheme relies in modifying
three colinear polarization schemes. In a truly colinear/coplanar 2DES geometry, these three
polarization schemes would result in three linearly-independent chiral signals. We find that it
is possible to derive polynomial expansions using the angles between the beams and the z axis
to make any achiral contribution arbitrarily small, such that it can be neglected to obtain a pure
chiral signal. This is of significant experimental relevance as achiral contributions can dominate
the 2DES signals in typical configurations making difficult to measure the chiral response.
These modifications to the polarizations of the beams as the geometry is warped, also mod-
ify the chiral contribution to the signal. Therefore, signals relating to the other two linearly-
independent colinear configurations will contribute, along with some non-colinear configurations.
The changes are of order Θ2, with Θ the angles between the beams and the z axis (the direction
in which the nonlinear signal grows), and so these changes can be neglected when Θ2  1. If
this is not the case, these changes would need to be considered in the analysis of data obtained
from the BOXCARS or GRAPES configurations. However, this would not present significant
complications in terms of the analysis.
The precise control of the polarizations required is likely to be experimentally challenging,
and experiments may need to test configurations using achiral samples to quantify the impact of
polarization misalignment. For experiments aiming to minimise achiral contributions through
calibration, the achiral minimizing solutions provided in this paper and the techniques to derive
them, will still provide a good starting point for any optimization of the polarizing optics.
Appendix A Interactions beyond the dipole approximation
The minimum coupling Hamiltonian for light and matter in the semi-classical approximation is
given by [25]:
Hˆ ′(t) = −
∫
dr
[
Jˆ(r, t) · A(r, t) + Qˆ(r, t) : A(r, t)A(r, t)
]
. (14)
We neglect the term proportional to the square of the (classical) electromagnetic vector potential
A(r, t)2 as contributions from this term are typically small compared with Jˆ(r, t) · A(r, t). This
assumption is valid when the pulses do not overlap significantly. If the pulses do overlap, then
(A j + Ak )2 will give rise to cross terms which are proportional to exp(±(k j − kk ) · r) multiplied
by the overlap between the envelopes.
We can then express the effective semi-classical Hamiltonian in k space as
Hˆ ′(t) ≈ −
∫
dkJˆ(k, t) · A(−k, t) . (15)
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Denoting the creation and annihilation operators for the ath excited state of the `th chromophore
Bˆ
†
`a
and Bˆ`a , the current density operator in momentum space becomes
Jˆ(k, t) =
∑
` ,a
(
j
∗
`a(−k)Bˆ†`a + j`a(−k)Bˆ`a
)
. (16)
The terms j`a(k) can in principle be calculated from the many-body wavefunctions of the ground
and excited states via a multipole expansion in the displacement of charges from the chromophore
center [32]:
j`a(−k) = −ieik·r j
∑
α
Cα〈φ`a |ω
[
(rα − r j )
− i k · (rα − r j ) ⊗ (rα − r j )/2 + . . .
]
+k ×
[
(rα − r j ) × pα/2 jα + . . .
]
|φ jg〉 . (17)
Note that c = ~ = 1 in the above expression and the ". . ." denote higher order magnetic / electric
multipole moments [25]. Here Cα denotes the charge of the αth particle in the system. When the
sum over all charges is performed, the first two terms are the electric transition dipole moment
µ`a and quadrapole Q
ν1 ,ν2
`a
moment (contracted over k). The only term explicitly written term in
the second bracket is the magnetic dipole moment m`a .
Appendix B Model two-chromophore system
We consider a two-chromophore system with Hamiltonian
Hˆ =|1〉〈1|E0 + |2〉〈2|(E0 + ∆E) +V |1〉〈2|+
|1, 2〉〈1, 2|(2E0 + ∆E) + h.c. , (18)
with E0 = 12038cm−1, ∆E = 323.61cm−1 and V = 117.56cm−1 and |k〉 representing the system
with chromophore k in the excited state and |k , k′〉 the two chromophore double excited states.
Strong electronic interaction V between the chromophores lead to the formation of delocalized
exciton eigenstates of the form:
|ξ〉 =
∑
k
c
(ξ )
k
|k〉 , (19)
with associated eigenenergies E± = 12200 ± 200cm−1, and coefficients c−k ={− sin(2pi/5), cos(2pi/5)}, c+
k
= {cos(2pi/5), sin(2pi/5)}. The dipole moments are taken to be
µ1 = d[1, 0.5, 0] and µ1 = d[0, 1, 0] where d is a constant. The specific value of d is irrelevant
as we considering only excitonic CD effects, which have the same proportionality to d as the
achiral signal that we are normalising to unity via rescaling. The chromophores are separated by
a distance ∆R = [0, 1, −1]nm, which results in an effective magnetic dipole moment
m˜ξ = i(C
(ξ )
1 µ1 × R1 +C(ξ )2 µ2 × R2)
= i(C(ξ )1 µ1 × ∆R − C(ξ )2 µ2 × ∆R)/2 . (20)
We consider a simple decoherence in the form of pure dephasing. The associated Lindblad
operators are defined via LC (ρ) = CρC† −
(
C†Cρ + ρC†C
)
/2. The excited state dynamics of
this system is described by the master equation
∂
∂t
ρ(t) = −i[Hˆ , ρ(t)] + γ(Lσ1 (ρ) + Lσ2 (ρ)) , (21)
where σk = |k〉〈k | + ∑k ′,k |k , k′〉〈k , k′ | and the dephasing rate γ = 54.8 cm−1.
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Appendix C Principles of two-dimensional chiral spectroscopy in brief
Two dimensional spectroscopy involves excitation of medium with three coherent pulses, each of
which have different wavevectors as discussed in the main text. These pulses are time ordered (no
significant overlap in electric fields) with controlled delays between the centres; these delays are
varied in each run of the experiment and the third order signal is measured at a particular phase
matched direction via heterodyne detection with an electric field ELO(r, t). Within the dipole
approximation, we can write this signal in terms of a third order response function S(t3 , . . .) and
a time varying electric field from the pulses E(r, t)
P(r, t) =
"
dr3
∫ ∞
−∞
dt3
"
dr2
∫ ∞
−∞
dt2
"
dr1
∫ ∞
−∞
dt1
E(r3 , t − t3)E(r2 , t − t3 − t2)E(r1 , t − t3 − t2 − t1)
...
S(t3 , t2 , t1; r, r3 , r2 , r1) . (22)
Assuming the interaction region in our medium is much longer than an optical wavelength, the
induced signal field grows linearly (assuming the back-reaction on the pulses can be neglected)
with the sample, in directions which satisfy phase matching conditions. A path through the
sample r˜ satisfies a phase matching condition if (n1k1 + n2k2 + n3k3) · r˜  pi for n j integers;
n1 = −1, n2 = 1, n3 = 1 corresponds to the "rephasing" direction shown in the paper. Therefore
our signal field Es ∝ iωsPs(t) is related to Ps(t), the Fourier component of the polarization
in the direction we are measuring, assuming we have perfect phase matching. We detect the
intensity |Es + ELO|2 and compare it to |ELO|2 along to measure Es . The total signal is then
given by
Sig = 2ωsRe
"
d3r
∫ ∞
−∞
dtELO(r, t) · P(r, t) . (23)
For an ideal experiment we eventually some component (determined by polarization choices)
of the nonlinear response tensor, Fourier transformed over the first and last time variables
S(ω3 , τ, ω1) =
∫ ∞
0 dt1
∫ ∞
0 dt3S(t3 , τ, t1).
Similar expressions can be derived included chirality, in which one of the interactions can be
with an interaction with the magnetic fields or the gradient of the electric field. For our example
which contains only excitonic CD, it is sufficient to use our example but include the positions of
the chromophores within the complex (c.f. for example [18, 26]). Including intrinsic magnetic
dipole moments and electric quadrupole moments can also be achieved [32].
For geometries such as "GRAPES" the time delays between the pulses will vary along the
phase matching direction for the rephasing signal (which BOXCARS explicitly avoids), leading
to a non-trivial relation between the signal electric field and Polarization. By measuring the
variation of the signal field (via Heterodyne detection) in space it is possible to collect information
about multiple delay times (with the exception of the delay between the second and third pulses)
in a single shot.
Appendix D Impact of optical rotation within the medium
As our sample is chiral, our electric field polarizations will vary depending on the distance
propagated through the sample, and change for different frequency. Such changes will mean the
pulses no longer strictly obey the orthogonality conditions we require to eliminate achiral signals.
Therefore we should determine whether this effect is significant in an experimental configuration.
The polarization of an electric field within a medium is determined by the coupled Maxwell-
Liouville equations, see for example [25]. For a field which varies only along z we have
∂2
∂z2
(
Ex (z , t)
Ey (z , t)
)
=
1
c2
∂2
∂t2
(
Ex (z , t) + 4piPx (z , t)
Ey (z , t) + 4piPy (z , t)
)
. (24)
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We are interested in the forward propagating field in the direction of k, so we write this component
as Ex (z , t) = Enx (z , t) exp(i[kz − ω0t]) and the same for the polarization. If we are only
expanding our polarization only to first order (sufficient to capture the effects we are interested
in) our polarization can also be expressed in Fourier space as P˜a(z , ω) = Sab(ω)Eb(z , ω). This
polarization will have the same forward exponential factor and can also be expressed in the
envelope form. We can therefore Fourier transform Eq. (24) (denoting E˜nx (z , ω) as the Fourier
transform of Enx (z , t) etc) and solve purely in terms of envelope terms
ik
∂
∂z
(
E˜nx (z , ω − ω0)
E˜ny (z , ω − ω0)
)
=
(
k2 − ω
2
c2
) (
E˜nx (z , ω − ω0)
E˜ny (z , ω − ω0)
)
− 4piω
2
c2
(
P˜nx (z , ω − ω0)
P˜ny (z , ω − ω0)
)
. (25)
We have neglected the second z derivative of the electric field in the equation above, as significant
change is not expected over the order of a single wavelength. Factoring out the real component
of the first order polarization Re(S(1)xx )(ω) = Re(S
(1)
yy )(ω) =
√
(n(ω) − 1)/4pi (which we assume
to be almost entirely due to the solvent, which is assumed to not be birefringent) to give the
refractive index, hence we have k = ωn(ω)/c and this component cancels. The envelope in the
direction a obeys the differential equation
∂
∂z
Ena(z , ω − ω0) ≈ − 2piω
n(ω)c
[Im(Pn(1)a )(z , ω − ω0)] . (26)
In terms of the tensor elements of the first order (frequency space) response function S(1)
ab
we
have
∂
∂z
(
Enx (z , ω − ω0)
Eny (z , ω − ω0)
)
≈ 2piω
n(ω)c
( −Im[S(1)xx (ω)] iS(1)xy (ω)
iS
(1)
yx (ω) −Im[S(1)yy (ω)]
)
(
Enx (z , ω − ω0)
Eny (z , ω − ω0)
)
. (27)
We then note S(1)yx = −S(1)xy , as these terms will be identical besides switching two of the indices
on a tensor average of odd rank (e.g. 〈Qν1 ,ν2µν3〉), we obtain a solution of the form(
Enx (z , ω − ω0)
Eny (z , ω − ω0)
)
≈ e− αz2
 cosh ( βz2 ) −i sinh ( βz2 )
i sinh
(
βz
2
)
cosh
(
βz
2
) (
Enx (0, ω − ω0)
Eny (0, ω − ω0)
)
, (28)
where the parameters which are constant w.r.t z are defined by
α(ω) = −ρ 4piω
n(ω)c
Im
[
S
(1)
xx (ω)
]
(29a)
β(ω) = ρ
4piiω
n(ω)c
S
(1)
xy (ω) . (29b)
Here ρ the density of optically active molecules by volume. The matrix in Eq. (28) is commonly
referred to as a Jones matrix, and full describes the linear response of the system exhibiting
circular dichroism and optical rotation (but not birefringence or linear dichroism). The factors
that drop out are β = η/2 + iδ where η = αL − αR is the circular dichroism and δ = |k |(nL − nR)
is the optical rotation and α = (αL + αR)/2 is the mean absorption. To see this we consider the
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impact on left / right circularly polarized light (Ex (0) = 1 and Ey (0) = ±i). In this case we have
EL/R(z) = EL/R(0) exp[−(α ± β)z/2] from Eq. (28). The ratio of the intensities of the two fields
for the each circular polarization direction is therefore IL/IR = exp[−ηz].
We can extract the polarization from Eq. (28) by dividing the field by its amplitude. For
our pulses, we have to change z to the direction of propagation. In a truly colinear geometry,
when all pulses have identical carrier frequencies, the optical rotation will not change the angles
between polarization since they will all rotate equally. However, for the BOXCARS and GRAPES
configuration we will have more impact because the rotation will allow some of the non-chiral
third order response function to contribute. Despite the dependence on the non-chiral response
function, this signal is still dependent on chirality (otherwise there would be no optical rotation).
To guarantee this effect is weak we require Im[β(ω)]L  1/M , where M is the relative amplitude
of the non-chiral and chiral signals. The actual conditions will depend on the angles between
the wavevectors, allowing more tolerance. To quantify this we look at two the polarization
of two rays of identical frequency light traveling through our sample. One initially polarized
along p1(0) = yˆ and traveling along zˆ the other polarized along p2(0) = xˆ and traveling along
zˆ cos(θ) + yˆ sin(θ). As the rays enter a sample we have p1(0) · p∗2(0) = 0, however after traveling
a distance L through the sample we have
p1(L) · p∗2(L) ∝ −i[ sinh(βL/2) cosh(β∗L/2)
+ cos(θ) sinh(β∗L/2) cosh(βL/2)] . (30)
The proportional to is used as the propagation formula included decay as well as rotation. For
simplicity we ignore all circular dichroism (giving β = iδ) and thus obtain
p1(L) · p∗2(L) = [1 − cos(θ)] sin(δL)/2 . (31)
Using Eq. (31) we can refine our previous estimate for the requirements on the interaction depth
to δL  2/M[1 − cos(θ)], or if θ ∼ 0 we can write δL  4/Mθ2. We expect δM to be of a
similar order to the absorption of the sample anyway, so this condition is actually weaker when θ
is small, than the condition for an optically thin sample, which we require for performing 2DS
anyway. Therefore the impact of optical rotation within the medium can likely be neglected.
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